the attenuation rate flattens out at larger depths of Vegetation.
This model is a reduction of eqn. I and is given by

A = - (A- [I
\

-

exp

[-%I)

(2)

.,,,

>

,

where A,* is the maximum attenuation, & is the initial attenuation
rate and d is the vegetation depth. Values obtained for this model
using the measured data are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: MAR model parameter values from measured data

I Model parameters1

Fermi Avenue
Il.2GHz

I

Ro [dBml
A , [dBl

1

1

1.34

I
I

55.55

20GHz
1.32
38.52

1,

The Mound at 5m

1 I1.2GHz 1
I

0.54
7.02

1

I

2OGHz
1.72
16.00

Introduction: In a cellular system, the effects of the surrounding
buildings, terrain and trees cause a large variation in signal
strength received by a mobile unit. Analyses have shown that this
variation degrades the system performance, and the resulting degradation is usually called the shadowing effect. We can achieve a
more uniform coverage and reduce the shadowing effect by using
two or more cites to serve a connection; the probability of two
bad paths is obviously smaller than that of one. This technique, a
largc-scaled selection spacc diversity, is usually called macrodiversity.
Thc performancc is usually represented in terms of cochannel
interference (CCI) probability, which is defined as the probability
that the desired signal level is less than the required receiver
threshold due to excessive interference. Traditionally, three kinds
of link measurement have been proposed:

(i) S/I-rnacrodiversity: The signal to interference ratio (SI0 is constantly computed and the branch with the largest SII is selected,
the signal of which is sent to the input of the receiver.
(ii) S-rnncrodiversity; The signal power (S, is constantly measured
and the branch with the largest S is selected.
(iii) (S + 1)-macrodiversiry: The signal is mixed with interference;
i.e. ( S + I), is constantly measured and the branch with the largest
(S + I) is selected.
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Each technique requires a different degree of implementation
complexity. For cxample, (S + I)-macrodiversity is the easiest to
implement and only the received signal (S + I) is monitored. The
S-macrodiversity, however, requires that the interference is separated from the received signal. Because S is U S U A I I ~much larger
than I , the difference between S-macrodiversity and ( S + o-macrodiversity is small. The most desirable kind of link diversity, of
course, is Sil-macrodiversity. However, a direct measurement of SI
I is usually not obtainable.
In this Letter, we analyse the performance gain of S-macrodiversity. One reason we choose S-macrodiversity is that it is a close
approximation to the (S + I)-macrodiversity, which is easy to
implement. The other reason is that we can find an exact analysis
for this case with fading. In the past, most analysis on macrodiversity is for shadowing only [l, 21. In our model for S-macrodiversity, we can easily include Rayleigh fading and compare the
performance difference between the models with and without fading. The signal we propose to measure is the slow-varying local
means, instead of the instantaneous signal power. If the latter is
used, the fast varying nature of the instantaneous signal power can
make the mobile unit switch basestation constantly, which is certainly undesirable. Furthermore, the local mean, which is a result
of shadowing only, has a higher correlation between the forward
link and reverse link than the instantaneous signal power, which is
a result of both shadowing and fading effects. Thus the offered
uplink analysis can also be seen as an approximation on the
downlink performance even though they are not exactly the same.
Pure shadowing rliannel: In [ I , 21, the CCI probability of the Smacrodiversity cellular system in the pure shadowing channel is
expressed as
FS(Xth)

= P1-ob(maL-(S1.Sz.”’.S~j/I
5

Xth)

Performance gain of S-macrodiversity
system in log-normal shadowed Rayleigh
fading channel
Li-Chun Wang and Chin-Tau Lea
where
Indexing terms. Cochunnrl interference,Divprsiiy reception. Fading
Ruyleigh channels

The authors offeran exact analysis for cochannel interferenccof a
macrodiversity cellular system, called S-macrodiversity,where the
branch selection is based on the local mean average signal power.
In the past, most studies on macrodiversity have only included the
shadowing effect. The authors’ model includes both log-normal
shadowing and Rayleigh fading.
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okis the shadowing sprcad and r, is the area mean power of the
desired signal in the kth branch. Furthermore, the sum of multiple
log-normal interfering signals I is characterised by another lognormal random variable with variance of and area mean T I by
using the approach in [3].
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Shadowed Rayleigh fading channel: Let Z be the best local mean of
the desired signal among the L diversity branches, i.e.

Z = max(S21,Rz,, . . , 6 1 ~ )

(2)

and interfering signal, respectively.

Table 1: S-macrodiversity gain (DG) and received signal to interference ratio (Si0 in terms of 5 and 10% cochannel interference probability (CCIP) in pure shadowing channel
and shadowed Rayleigh fading channel

where R, is the log-normal distributed local mean of the signal
power from the kth branch. If each branch is mutually independent and identically distributed (IID), the probability density function (PDF) of Z is

I Shadowing & Rayleigh fading

Pure shadowing
5%CClP I 10'YoCClP

L

10.96

I

I

5%CCIP

10%1CCIP

13.69

For a given local mean Z , the PDF of the desired signal power yd
under the shadowed Rayleigh fading channel is exponentially distributed, i.e.
Shadawing & Rayleigh fading
5 % CCIP
10% CCIP

Pure shadowing
10% CCIP
SI1
DG
SI1
DG

(4)

5 % CCIP

In [4], the exact formula of the conditional CCI probability given
the local mean of the desired signal is derived under the shadowed
Raylei& fading channel. We extend the results in [4]to the macrodiversity cellular system. More specifically, the local mean of the
desired signal in 141 is now replaced by the best local mean selected
from among the L base stations, denoted by 2, of which the PDF
is given in eqn. 3. We assume that thc log-normal distributed local
means of the n interfering signals a,,i = 1, ..., n, are IID random
variables; then the conditional CCI probability given Z and n can
be obtained by using the similar procedures in [4] as follows:

43

~

SII

DG

Sit

DG

dB

dB

dB

dB

dB

dB

dB

dB

0.64

-

5.11

-

-3.09

8.54

7.9

12.52

7.41

4.27

12.22

11.58

16.06

10.95

14.36

13.72

18.39

13.28

2.28

-

7.36

9.28

6.96

8.00

11.09

12.62

10.34

10.23

13.33

15.11

12.83

21

25

~

a ak = a, :6dB
h

= 06.5 RT =

l0dB

1o'

where w, is the log-normal distributed local mean of the ith interferer with shadow spread cr, and area mean T,,i = 1, ..., n and A,,
is the threshold required at the receiver. Averaging over 2 in eqn.
5 , we obtain
Prd(Yd

5

XLh

=

-10

-1

VI

I n)

9

P

n
V

x -exp

1

Jz;;akz

[

-(hi Z - In
2 4

a

k? IO-2

1

By letting a = In(Z~,)/(d2a,) and p = ln(w,Q",)/(d20,), we can
transform eqn. 6 into a Hermite integration form and apply the
Hermite polynomial approach to obtain the numerical result as
follows:

J,

f(0)
exp(-a2)&

13

9

17

S[R.dB

Fig. 1 S-macrudiversiry cochannel inrerjerence probability performance
pure Jhadowing channel and rhadowed Rayleigh channel

ax= 0 = 6dB, a = h = 2, g = 0.15R and R, = 5 . 3 R , where R
is cell radius, knd R, is distance between receiver and interferers
_ _ _ - pure shadowing channel
shadowed Rayleigh channel
no diversity
two-branch diversity
three-branch diversity
~X- four-branch divcrsity

f(xr)9r

1-

5

n = 2,

(7)

k i l L

2

I

in

m

Proh(yd 5 At,, I n) = 1 -

-3

i.n-

____

where

-0-A-0-

where and Qh are the weight factors, x( and x, are the roots of
the mth order Hermite polynomial, respectively, Txand T, are the
area means of the desired signal and interfering signal, respectively, and a, and a, are the shadow spread of the desired signal

Numerical results and discussions: Consider a dual slope path loss
model p i p , = l/&(l + slab,where p i p , is the ratio of received
power to the transmitted power, d is the distance, a = h = 2 and g
= 0.15 times the cell radius in our case. Let the mobile be at the
cell boundary R and the interferers he 5.3 R away. Fig. 1 shows
the performance of an S-macrodiversity cellular system in a pure
shadowing channel and in a shadowed Rayleigh fading, respectively. It is shown that with three-branch macrodiversity in an
environment with 6dB shadowing spread, the 90 percentile S/Z is

1=1

(8)
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higher than 15.5ldB in a shadowed Rayleigh fading channel and
20.46dB in a pure shadowing channel. 'This performance difference results from the fact that the S-macrodiversity system is suitable for measuring the slow-varying local mean power, instead of
the fast-varying instantaneous signal power. Hence, the fast-varying Rayleigh fading components, embedded in the best local mean
power signal among thc sclcctcd diversity branchcs, may impose
randomness and degrade the performance. For the 10% CCI
probability in the case considered, the performance difference
between the cases with and without Rayleigh fading is 4 - 5dB for
diversity branches from 1 to 4. Table 1 lists the diversity gain
(DG) and SI1 performance for 5 and 10% CCI probability in the
cases with 6 and lOdB shadow spreads, respectively. The diversity
gain is defined as the SII performance improvement compared to
the case without diversity. For example, for L = 1 and
CCIP=lO%, Table l a reads that S/I = 13.69 and 9.55. This means
that with 90"h probability, the Sir will be > 13.69 and 9.55dB for
cases with and without fading, respectively. Even with fading, we
still see that conventional conclusions about diversity gain still
hold even after fading is added, such as (i) higher shadow spread
leads to the higher diversity gain and (ii) the diversity gain per
branch decreases as the diversity branch is increased. More interesting, we observe that the diversity gain seems to be little affected
by including fading in the model.

The frequency was 215MHz. the ERP was lOkW and the effective
antenna height was 200111. The propagation path, of length 237
km, was essentially flat with no significant terrain obstacles; the
average distance of the path from the coast was -50km. 1 min values of signal level were recorded with a data logger and subsequently converted to field strength. The transmission schedule
meant that the data corresponded essentially to the periods 1600 2400h on weekdays, and 1200 - 2400h at weekends and national
holidays. The experiment ran for some 30 months (December 1992
- May 1995) and, with equipment failures, data were obtained on
66% of the days.
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Fig. 1 Curnulalivefrequency distribution for entire database of measurements and comparison with ITU-R predictions (x)

Free-space field strength level estimated as 69.5dBpVVim
cumulative frequency distribution for entire database of
measurements
X
ITU-R predictions
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VHF field strength measurements in Senegal

Cumulative distributton of receivedfield strength f o r entire meusuremenr period: Fig. 1 shows the value of field strength (dBWV/m)
exceeded against the percentage of measurement time for the
entire database. The results are compared with predictions using
internationally agreed methods of the 1TU-R [I, 21. Such methods
generally provide long-term (e.g. annual) predictions and take little or no account of short-term (e.g. monthly) variability. For the
region of west Africa containing Senegal, the appropriate propagation curves from these two methods are identical and correspond to those for a warm maritime region. Fig. 1 shows the
predicted values at SO, IO and 1% of the time. The results indicate
serious discrepancies between predictions and measurements, in
turn demonstrating that the level of super-refractlvity in the region
is far greater than previously estimated.

K.A. Hughes, F. Postogna and S.M. Radicella
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Field strength measurements at a frequency of 215MHz were
made for over two years on a 237km path in Senegal The results
indicate field strength levels significantly in excess of those
predicted,and with considerable seasonal and diurnal variability.
Introduction: With the aim of improving knowledge of radiowave
propagation characteristics in tropical regions, an experiment was
established in Senegal to acquire field strength measurement statistics at a frequency in the VHF band. Such statistics are essential
for effective frequency planning and are particularly required for
tropical regions for which propagation information is often lacking. Propagation in these regions is frequently prone to atmospheric super-refractivity and ducting, which are the mechanisms
associated with high level signals likely to cause cochannel interference.
Puth and equipment derails; The signal level from the TV transmitter in Ziguinchor (southern Senegal) was received at Bambey
(-140km east of Dakar) with an antenna 10m above local ground.
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Monrhry variation: Cumulative distributions for each month reveal
two interesting results. Firstly, comparisons with predictions show
that, in many cases, the predictions are seriously underestimated.
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